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Those who are suffering from the mental illness above are merely the types who are 
either disconnected from reality or infantile in their consciousness to understand that 
nothing, literally nothing, in this universe comes for free, is to be taken for 'granted', and 
that nothing is 'deserved' for no reason whatsoever. 

 
Basically even babies understand that if they don't let some tears out, they won't get 
breastfed. The baby has to give some tears in order to be noticed and eventually fed. 

 
The reality here is that nothing gets developed if there is not a developer behind it. 
Nothing comes with the times, no flying cars expected in the 80's to manifest in the 
2000's manifested because people felt entitled to these. Their entitlement and wishful 
thinking did not develop flying cars for mass consumption, nor robots that clean your 
house for free as your slaves while they have sentience to do so. 

 
Guess what nothing on this planet is developed unless there are resources, brains, will, 
fortune, and timing in order for it to be developed. Nothing we have came for free either. 
These things we have today came from individuals who gave something back with their 
inventions to the world. They did not come because of any age, and because of no 
'deserving coincidence'. 

 
Many people overtaken by the 'free' things that exist today, they forget, nothing is for free. 
Actually, the things that are for free, are the things that are most likely to compromise 
you. One example here is facebook. It is for 'free' because it mines all the people's data, 
sells them to the CIA and many other places. 

 
The first devaluing of riches and believer of 'free stuff' was actually the jew on the face of 
this planet. A constructive people would never come up with this idea. Even the laziest 
would know this reality to not be true. All the other races worked their bread, and 
developed their own fields. They worked their spirit too. The jew was looking at these 
people who were developing with jealousy and hatred, for their riches, power and wealth, 
things the jew could never develop for himself. Egypt is cursed as the 'land of the riches'. 
This is arrayed in the torah. 

 
Then, the jew decided to mentally torment and corrode people over their own justified 
success in their combating of the misery of life.  He created the morality of 'fraternity' and 
'universal brotherhood' to find himself in the middle of the productive, and give reason to 
his alien claims to the wealth and riches of the whole planet. 

 
These mentalities were enforced to the weak and the lazy or stupid, or the unproductive 
elements, and it's clear as to why they accepted these: because in their 'holy denial' of 
riches, they were the first to want to reform the world and its 'riches'. 
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The steak is the tastiest when you haven't eaten for a while. The jew also promises these 
giant tomahawk stakes on steroids, too. "So imagine your portion goyim if you help me 
out with my plan... Now go over to this village...Yes do you see this Roman Emperor cunt 
who has been meditating for 40 years and is in a good financial condition as a result? Let 
me tell you goyim, he is a nobody. Now, take this dirty dagger, stab it in his heart, and 
you will gain all the attire you desire! You will be wearing this Medusa head on your body 
yourself...Just imagine how good you will look yourself in it...And always remember this is 
done because we are good moralists and we want to create a more fair world. Dismissed, 
my cattle, in Rabbi Yehoshua's name...Sorry I meant Jesus the definitely Aryan god that 
you have." 

 
It's because they were so pious and beyond riches that they did not have it, as the pope 
sitting on his golden throne to preach and pray for the poor of the planet. It's all 
compassion...He has this wealth but he doesn't have it at the same time...Because 
wealth is really un-necessary and it's easier to camel the needle rather than to go to 
heaven...:mrgreen: 

 
They did this for ((('moral reasons'))). Their morality was higher than its function: Millions 
had to die and empires had to fall, so that moral and superior GOOD of the jews had to 
be imposed. 

 
It was ((( GOOD))) and (((MORAL))) when Lenin usurped Russia with 2% of gangsters. 
Because he had a very good vision of socialism and then communization of the means of 
production. A historical hero is born. On the corpses of 40 million Russians but who 
cares...Dis was evil Stalin faulty faulty. Lenin taking power with 2% of gangsters by a 
coup we can overlook. 

 
So the race traitors of the Roman Empire did later become the bishops of christ, the soul 
family, which in all their piousness and reversal of morality against the rich Gentiles, does 
walk now with 10 thousand dollars attire to bless the poor cattle. And praises he that 
gave him the keys to this world, the jew, as his savior, and his material agents as his 
'spiritual family'. This is because they are holy and divine of wealth. 

 

Those who didn't have shit, never lost the opportunity to notice, flame, and attack those 
who had anything - except spiritually daddy Rothschild of course-. In their lack and denial 
of riches, they are the first to check and evaluate one's watch, one's social standing, and 
one's physical wealth. They are just trying to see if you're enough to fit the needle eye in 
order to go to heaven, you silly goy. It's done for heavenly reasons. 

 
Rabbi Jesus entered the temple, and he reverse the tables, oy veh. A great Communist 
and Talmudist of his era. Alarmed on the situation of the treatment of his fellow jews, he 
went into the jewish temple. He told his fellow kikes to stop overcharging other jews 
simply because the Torah says the jews must not lend to other jews with interest, and to 
stop the interest. Which is the Torah law on how jews should treat other jews, and not 
charge interest. He told them, "finally, you kikes, practice your own Torah properly, stop 
abusing other kikes! Do not you think of our own race of tribesmen and how much they 
hurt when you give them 6 billions of interest!" And the skinny malnutrition infested vegan 
unwashed kike tipped a little table. A very important even to write down for the rest of the 
millennia. Then the jews became pissed off for his bullshit and went and hanged him on  
 

 



the cross, in the fictitious story, and game over. 
 

What is the result from that incident with jews? Keep business as usual and fuck the 
weirdos who tell you how to manage your own tribe while they are high on their own BS 
meek ethical supply. Jews were shouting beneath the cross: "You fucking retard Jewsus 
we never charged 6 billions of interest on other jews you stupid idiot but only to the 
Gentiles. Stop talking if you don't know shit about finances. After all, after we crucify you, 
it's us who will finance your biblical hoax to infest the brains of the goyim, you dumbass. 
DIS KABBALAH BE GOING   INTO UR Head, chosen boi!" 

 
What is the result of this incident for the Gentiles? Oy vey, hate the banks, but give your 
ass to the jews and sell out and never touch money or accumulate wealth goy! This is 
what the Pharisees did. We will go to hell if we do that! Give all the money to the kikes to 
handle - we cannot afford to not go into jewish heaven with rabbi jesus christ. Because as 
he said the poor are the blessed and the rich cannot go to heaven as much as the crap of 
a camel can be put through the eye of the needle. 

 
Now, you have Goyim pretending to be the second Jesus. White Goyim, how dare you 
run a honest business and have a family? *tips table*, you have shared nothing for 
charity towards people who want to behead you with the machete. Shame on you! 

  
 

Every time a white family has a couple more kids and increases their income,  and some 
Gentiles escape poverty, Jesus throws his tiny tantrum, and throws around just another 
coffee table in Nazareth. "These fucking goyim are still holding minimal resources meant 
for their life. My father HaShit Shekel, why hast thou forsaken me? To what does my holy 
and divine race owe this reduction of our wealth by 0,0000000001 and the giving of it to 
the goyim? This is annuda shoah my HaShit in heaven..." 

 
Rabbi Marx and Lenin come to the side of Rabbi Jesus and shout loudly: "The goyim did 
not buy our shit either, what a disaster!". Then Rabbi Shekel ascends to heaven and he 
gives the reptilians an emergency signal for the jews: "After 5000 years of the goyim not 
knowing how to do any money magick, the information has leaked. Dis annuda shoah! 
Pray to HaShit in full force to get all their goyim wealth back into our hands". 
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